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SPH4U: Waves and Light 

Review of Properties of Waves 

Waves are disturbances which transmit energy via vibrations. Water waves are an example of the best 

understood form of waves; mechanical waves. Mechanical waves travel through a medium at a speed that 

depends on: 

Changing Property Effect of Change 

Mass of the particles (molecules/atoms) in the 
medium 

Lower mass means higher speed 

Link between the particles in the media Stronger bond/link means higher speed 

Temperature of the medium (speed of the 
particles) 

Higher temperature means higher speed 

 

The frequency (𝑓) (rate of vibration) of the wave depends solely on the frequency of the source. The energy 

content of a mechanical wave depends on the amplitude (A). The distance between two points in phase in a 

mechanical wave is called the wavelength (𝜆).  

 

 Each of the points labeled with the same “face” are in 

phase with each other. Arrows have been added to a few 

points to indicate what will occur in the next instant at that 

point.  

The distance between any two of the same symbols 

represents a full wavelength. A common misconception is 

that wavelength points must be between crest/trough 

points, which is not the case.  

 

The relationship between the speed of the wave, its frequency and 

wavelength is given by the universal wave equation:  

𝑣 = 𝑓𝜆 

When a wave transitions from one medium to another its frequency 

does not change (the frequency is dependent only on the source), 

however both the speed and the wavelength change. This suggests that 

when a wave travels from medium 1 to medium 2,  

𝑓 =
𝑣1
𝑣2

=
𝜆1
𝜆2

 

This is also true for water waves as they travel between different depth of water. 
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Interactions at the boundary between two media  

As a wave travels from one medium to another some of the wave is transmitted and some of the wave is 

reflected. The characteristics of the reflected and transmitted wave depend on the characteristics of the two 

media.  

 Less Dense to More Dense More Dense to Less Dense 

Speed Slows down Speeds up 

Wavelength Decreases Increases 

Reflected/Transmitted 
Larger fraction of wave energy is 

reflected 
Larger fraction of wave energy is 

transmitted 

Reflection* Wave will be inverted upon reflection Wave will not invert upon reflection 

*This is based off of Newton’s Third Law 

   

When two waves meet we say that they interfere with each other. The forces that result in the vibrations of the 

particles in each mechanical wave sum according to Newton’s 2nd Law. A simplified picture of this is given by the 

principle of superposition.  

“When two or more waves interfere the resulting displacements of the particles from their rest position is equal 

to the sum of their individual displacements.”  

When the resulting displacement is greater than either original displacements, the interference is said to be 

constructive. When the resulting displacement is less than either original displacements, the interference is said 

to be destructive. When the resulting displacement is zero a node is said to be created. 

Constructive Interference Destructive Interference 

 

 

 

 
 

Standing waves:  

When two waves of identical amplitudes and wavelengths collide, a pattern 

called a standing wave can result. Most musical instruments operate based on 

their ability to produce standing waves.  


